Self Cater Options at Te Moata 2021

NB: Please note the two options are either one or the other.

1. Hirage of the Centre accommodation and Kitchen

Hiring just the facilities without meals, includes accommodation at the centre - two rooms with 22 cubicles/beds and 6 individual rooms, as well as access to 3 standalone cabins without facilities. This option is only available to those with a professional chef and own service team as the kitchen must be run at commercial kitchen standards.

The nightly fee includes use of all the centre rooms - carpet room, meditation room and dining room which can be configured as you like. The fee covers gas for cooking and wood for the fires that heats the hot water for the kitchen and showers. One of our managers would need to monitor the temperature and stoke the boiler for the weekend.

Bathrooms and toilets would be cleaned daily and we would provide household products/ serviettes/tea and instant coffee and other sundry items as needed. We would need to induct you into the working of our kitchen since we off the grid we have certain systems we use for food scraps, how we wash dishes hygienically etc.

Optional : The people living on the land could welcome the group to Te Moata (3 min circle) and one of the managers would provide an orientation/H&S session (15 minutes - or we provide the info for you to do it).

Hireage is $1000 per night. Access to self contained cottages would incur the usual overnight accommodation fees.

2. Self catering in cottages

We have 3 self contained cottages - Phoenix, Earth Hut and Sun hut. If you booked all three for the weekend you could accommodate 7 singles (and 4 more if you have couples, or if you use mattresses on the floor or sofa beds). The price is $200/night for Phoenix cottage, $130/night Sun hut, and $120/night Earth hut. There are 3 additional cabins or courtyard rooms available at $50 per night. The people in courtyard rooms and cabins would need to shower in the self contained cottages.

People need to bring their own linen and towels as we don’t have capacity to wash large amounts as we have solar powered washing machines. We can supply to those flying in.

You could all self cater in your own cottages, or someone caterers for everyone from Phoenix, which has a good stove and fridge and space enough for people to sit around. Some meals in Tairua could also be an option. If you had all 3 cottages for the weekend, you could also use the centre and grounds - meditation room and carpet room, labyrinth etc. We would give you access to the kitchen (gas) for boiling water for cups of tea, but not for cooking or preparing food. It's a commercial kitchen and has different hire terms.

All facilities are expected to be left clean as at handover.